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20WAYS  to Improve patIent Care & pharmaCy profItabIlIty

President & CEO: Michael Wortel
Founded: 1902
Employees: 100+
Toll-free Phone: (800) 798-1401
Fax: (630) 953-0489
Address: 146 S. Pinnacle Drive, Romeoville, IL 60446
Website: www.pharmacyautomationsupplies.com

Pharmacy Automation Supplies’ Multi-dose and Unit-dose solutions provide 
pharmacies a convenient and inexpensive way to encourage positive patient 
outcomes and assure better chronic care management through increased 
medication adherence.

Increase Patients’ Medication Compliance 
with Packaging from Pharmacy Automation 
Supplies (PAS)

Company Background
Pharmacy Automation Supplies (PAS) has been using manufacturing 
capabilities to support pharmacies for over 100 years. We began as a 
small local print manufacturer addressing the label and bag needs of  a 
few regional pharmacies. As a result of  our dedication to competitive 
pricing, reputation for quality, consistent industry leading turnaround 
times, and focus on adapting to the constantly changing needs of  all 
the dynamic segments of  pharmacy (Retail, LTC, Hospital, Specialty, 
Central Fill, Institutional, Nuclear, and many more) we have grown to be 
one of  the largest and most relied upon suppliers in the country.

PAS’s state of  the art manufacturing and distribution facilities feature 
20 high speed flexographic printing presses, PVC blister thermoforming 
machines, an in-house art and graphics department, plate manufacturing, 
and over 30,000 square feet of  warehouse space devoted to addressing 
the needs of  pharmacies. By leveraging our warehousing, distribution 
and shipping capabilities PAS has been able to expand beyond just 
manufacturing and is now also recognized for price leadership on 
Lexmark Toners, Pharmacy Vials from Centor (formerly Rexam), 
thermal transfer ribbons, and strip/pouch packaging supplies.

Jones Healthcare, headquartered in London, Ontario (Canada), is a 
proud industry leader known for over 130 years of  innovating products 
designed to optimize the quality of  patient care both in the Canadian 
market and internationally. From vials and compliance cards to state-
of-the-art medical and medication carts, Jones provides simple solutions 
in the otherwise complex world of  medication, dispensing and delivery 
products for pharmacy, hospitals and long-term care facilities.

Together Pharmacy Automation Supplies and Jones Healthcare bring 
to the US market the experience, tradition of  innovation and family of  
products that have solidified Jones as the standard against which others 
are measured. When you choose PAS as your source for packaging you 
know your patients’ health is in good hands.

Ordering Information
To order, request samples, or get additional information about Pharmacy 
Automation Supplies’ full line of  products (including compliance packaging) 
call one of  our dedicated pharmacy support specialists today at (800) 798-
1401 or visit us online at: www.pharmacyautomationsupplies.com

Featured Products Overview
n FlexRX
 Unprecedented flexibility for pharmacists and patients.

•  Measures 8 1/4" (Left to Right) x 7 3/4" (Top to Bottom) x 1" (Deep) 
when assembled.

• Perforated blister makes time passes detachable for portability.

• Medication information is printed on each individual time pass.

•  Cardboard cover provides rigidity to protect integrity and allows for 
pharmacy branding.

• Large rounded blister easily accommodates multiple medications.

n Qube
High-capacity card and blister specifically designed for multi-med therapies.

•  Measures 6 1/2" (Left to Right) x 10" (Top to Bottom) x 1" (Deep) 
when assembled.

•  Extra-large capacity blister holds multiple medications.

• Easy to fill and check.

•  Larger morning and night blisters accommodate prescribing 
demands.

•  Extra space for large pharmacy labels.

n Qube Mini
Medium-sized card and blister provides multi-med therapies for patients 
desiring a small card.

•  Measures 6" (Left to Right) x 8 1/8" (Top to Bottom) x 1" (Deep) 
when assembled .

•  Large capacity blister still easily holds multiple medications  
per pass.

• Easy to fill and check.

•  Larger morning and night blisters accommodate prescribing 
demands.

n Unit-Dose Blister Cards
The cornerstone of LTC and Institutional pharmacies.

• Measures 6" (Left to Right) x 9" (Top to Bottom).

• Available in 30/31/32/60/90 count.

•  Choice of multiple blister sizes.

• Heat and Cold Seal styles are both available.

•  Standard size is compatible with most existing carts and 
automation.

n Laser & Direct Thermal Labels
A wide variety of labels to support compliance packaging.

• Thousands of formats available.

• Industry leading pricing.

• Custom and Stock options available.




